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Action Research Project: Teachers and Administrators: Leading Together 

 

In 2018 teachers at Sullivan Elementary School were surveyed regarding their 

relationship with building administrators and overall attitudes impacting school climate.  

Several teachers reported feeling that they were not heard by administrators and that they did 

not enjoy their job.  These results led me to wonder how I could improve teacher/administrator 

relationships and the overall climate of the school.  Therefore, the purpose of my action inquiry 

was to improve relationships between teachers and administrators, by fostering  trust, 

increasing communication, providing opportunities for professional growth and leadership.  

With this purpose, I wondered would providing teachers with the opportunity to work 

alongside administrators for a school day  improve relationships, foster trust, increase 

communication and mutual respect for each other where ideas are freely shared.  

Teachers were asked to participate in an Action Research project where they would 

have the opportunity to "shadow" me for a day.  Mr. Stitzle (superintendent) was supportive 

and allowed teachers to use professional leave for the experience.  17 teachers volunteered to 

participate.  Teachers were asked to complete a pre and post-survey regarding the experience.  

Teachers spent the day with me and participated in a variety of activities such as case 

conferences, parent meetings, teacher meetings, student discipline student supervision, safety 

drills, etc.   
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Prior to the shadowing experience teachers were surveyed.  Overall, teachers 

anticipated administrators would spend 28% of their day handling student discipline.  Many 

teachers reported being excited, nervous and curious about shadowing the administrator.  

Many teachers wanted an opportunity to observe other classrooms as well as gain more insight 

into the roles and responsibilities of administrators.  Action Research Pre-Survey Data). 

After the shadowing experience teachers were surveyed.  Overall, teachers reported the 

administrator spent 39% of my time handling discipline during their day with me.  All teachers 

reported they would participate in shadowing administrators again.  Nearly all teachers 

reported being happy about their experience shadowing the administrator.  The most frequent 

concern that teachers would address as a principal was student behavior and special education 

student needs.  (To see more detailed data with teacher open-ended responses click on the 

following link:  Action Research Post Survey Data). 

As a result of this research, I hope to be able to gain more insight into my teacher’s 

expectations for the building principal and/or preconceived notions from this process.  I hope 

to use that insight to help focus my energy and work more efficiently and effectively to meet 

the needs of my staff and students.  I hope to improve rapport and trust between teachers and 

administrators by continuing to provide opportunities to shadow or act as the principal 

designee in certain situations.  I plan to use this experience as a way to improve communication 

between teachers and administrators.  I plan to use my discoveries when choosing teacher 

leaders throughout the building. 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xg-srFEjhaDRJGCzGxQd0UwuhRDper1Xra3PspP_qjw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1zE1tvwMtT0drNN4bLZ89OpLM5u9khzVn0iJTmED94bs/edit?usp=sharing
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Background Leading to this Inquiry

● In 2018 teachers at Sullivan Elementary School were 
surveyed regarding their relationship with building 
administrators and overall attitudes impacting school 
climate.

● Several teachers reported feeling that they were not 
heard by administrators and that they did not enjoy 
their job.  

● These results led me to wonder how I could improve 
teacher/administrator relationships and the overall 
climate of the school.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On this slide, outline what led you to this particular inquiry.  Include the following:*Context*The Issue/Tension/Dilemma/Problem that led to your action research



Purpose of This Inquiry

● Therefore, the purpose of my action 
inquiry was to improve relationships 
between teachers and administrators, 
by fostering  trust, increasing 
communication, providing 
opportunities for professional growth 
and leadership.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On this slide, outline the purpose of your inquiry.*“Therefore, the purpose of my action inquiry was to . . .”  



My Wondering

●With this purpose, I wondered would 
providing teachers with the opportunity 
to work alongside administrators for a 
school day  improve relationships, 
foster trust, increase communication 
and mutual respect for each other 
where ideas are freely shared.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simply state your wondering(s) beginning with the phrase: With this purpose, I wondered . . .



My Actions

● Teachers were asked to participate in an Action Research 
project where they would have the opportunity to "shadow" 
me for a day.  Mr. Stitzle (superintendent) was supportive and 
allowed teachers to use professional leave for the experience.  

● 17 teachers volunteered to participate.
● Teachers were asked to complete a pre and post-survey 

regarding the experience. 
● Teachers spent the day with me and participated in a variety of 

activities such as case conferences, parent meetings, teacher 
meetings, student discipline student supervision, safety drills, 
etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next few slides outline your methods/procedures for you inquiry.In this step, begin by outlining how you gained insights into your wondering. Then, simply share exactly what you did to conduct this AR cycle.On this slide, provide the following:*An articulation of any change/intervention/innovation/procedures you introduced  A good way to think about creating these next few slides slides is chronologically – what did you do first, second, third, etc., ending with the “how” of data analysis.  You should include such things as the timing and amount of each detail you share.  For example, how long did you collect data? 



Data Collection (Pre -Survey) and 
Discoveries

Action Research Pre-Survey Data

● Teachers anticipated administrators would spend 28% of their day handling 
student discipline

● Many teachers reported being excited, nervous and curious about shadowing 
the administrator.

● Many teachers wanted an opportunity to observe other classrooms as well as 
gain more insight into the roles and responsibilities of administrators.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then, simply share the ways you collected data to better understand what was implemented.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xg-srFEjhaDRJGCzGxQd0UwuhRDper1Xra3PspP_qjw/edit?usp=sharing


My Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additional data slide



My Data
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My Data
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Data Collection (Post -Survey) and 
Discoveries

Action Research Post Survey Data

● Teachers reported the administrator spent 39% of my time handling discipline 
during their day with me.

● All teachers reported they would participate in shadowing administrators 
again.

● Nearly all teachers reported being happy about their experience shadowing the 
administrator.

● The most frequent concern that teachers would address as a principal was 
student behavior and special education student needs.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Display data and share the ways you analyzed the data.  You may need additional slides.Quantitative data is often presented in graphs/charts/tables.  You may wish to present quantitative data in at least two kinds of graphs organized in different ways to help you explain different aspects of your learning.Qualitative data is often presented as excerpts of text from a journal, teacher reflections, etc.  You may wish to present qualitative data by including one or more samples of text to help you explain different aspects of your learning. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1zE1tvwMtT0drNN4bLZ89OpLM5u9khzVn0iJTmED94bs/edit?usp=sharing


My Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Where Am I Heading Next

● I hope to be able to gain more insight into my teacher’s expectations for the 
building principal and/or preconceived notions from this process.

● I hope to use that insight to help focus my energy and work more efficiently and 
effectively to meet the needs of my staff and students.

● I hope to improve rapport and trust between teachers and administrators by 
continuing to provide opportunities to shadow or act as the principal designee 
in certain situations.  

● I plan to use this experience as a way to improve communication between 
teachers and administrators.

● I plan to use my discoveries when choosing teacher leaders throughout the 
building.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this step, reflect on your action research journey as a whole by creating 1-2 slides that accomplish the following:*General reflection on the specific action research cycle just completed (Some Questions to Consider:  What have you learned about your school? What have you learned about your teachers?  What are the implications of what you learned for your work?)*Generation of Directions for The Future (Some Questions to Consider: What changes will your make or have made in your practice?  What new wonderings do your have?)As you present your concluding thoughts, once again consider weaving a reference or two into your conclusions to connect your conclusions to the field of administration at large.



The End 

THANK YOU!
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